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VMINIBRKT Vagabond™ Stand Mount Bracket
and BUFFCLAMP Adjustable Clamp Instructions
The VMINIBRKT Vagabond™ Stand Mount Bracket allows you to 
mount your Vagabond™ system to a light stand using the BUFFCLAMP 
Adjustable Clamp (or other similar clamp from another manufacturer). The 
bracket attaches to your Vagabond Mini™ Lithium system, then the clamp 
attaches to the mounting stud on the bracket. With the clamp, you can 
mount the system to most standard light stands or boom arms, adjusting to 
accommodate different pole widths.

**The Vagabond™ should ONLY be mounted to our 13-foot, heavy duty light 
stands (or equivalent heavy duty stands from other manufacturers). Always 
expand the footprint of your light stand for maximum stability.

Turn the Vagabond™ system OFF and disconnect any power cords for 
flash units (or other powered devices) before attaching the bracket.

1. Remove the Vagabond Mini stand clamp and the carrying strap in 
order to attach the bracket. The bracket fits inside the two slots on either 
side of the control panel where the carrying strap was previously attached. 
The bracket design includes slits on each end, allowing you to reinstall the 
carrying strap (if desired) after the bracket is securely attached.

2. Attach the bracket to your Vagabond Mini. Insert the bracket from the 
bottom side of the unit, ensuring that the hole is on the left side, lining up 
with the threaded hole on the bottom of the Vagabond Mini inverter. Slide 
the bracket inside the slots on either side of the system, pushing forward 
(toward the unit) until it is flush against the base of the Vagabond. 

3. Secure the bracket using the provided screw. Insert the 1/4”-20 x 
1/2” screw (provided with the bracket) through the hole in the bracket and 
into the threaded hole on the base of the Vagabond unit. Use a screwdriver 
(either a standard Phillips head or flat head screwdriver) and twist clockwise 
to tighten the screw completely and secure the bracket.

**Should you misplace this screw at some point, you can purchase a 
replacement 1/4”-20 at your local hardware or home improvement store as 
this is a standard screw size.

4. Attach the BUFF clamp.
A. Twist the chamber knob (the smaller of the two knobs on the clamp)

   counter-clockwise to loosen it, clearing it from the open chamber.
B. Press DOWN and hold the silver chamber lock on the clamp - pressing 

   down on this rod clears it from the chamber, allowing you to fit the   
   Vagabond bracket’s mounting stud inside the open clamp chamber.

C. With the chamber lock pressed and held down, place the clamp over 
   the bracket’s mounting stud, then release the chamber lock.

D. Twist the chamber knob clockwise to tighten and set the position.

5. Attach the clamp to your light stand. With the bracket and clamp 
securely attached to the Vagabond, you can mount the system to your light 
stand. Twist the clamp knob counter-clockwise to open the clamp and fit 
it around your light stand’s center pole, then twist the knob clockwise to 
tighten the clamp around the pole and secure the position.

Note: While it is best to remove the clamp when traveling with the system, 
the bracket may be left in place. Additionally, the bracket can be left in 
place while recharging or removing / replacing the system’s battery.
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